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Behind the Scenes with TIC: How to navigate travel insurance 

  


  
    Let’s take a deep dive into travel insurance with the latest episode of CT Chronicles: Supplier Edition. Join Lance Nkwe, Corporate Traveller Marketing Manager, as he chats with Karin Botha from Travel Insurance Consultants (TIC).
Read more about Behind the Scenes with TIC: How to navigate travel insurance 
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Inclusivity Becomes a Point of Pride

  


  
    As the world of business continues to evolve, inclusivity in business travel is gaining more attention, both as a key factor in attracting and retaining talent, and as a reflection of a company's commitment to diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI).
Read more about Inclusivity Becomes a Point of Pride
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Shifting Gears in the Car Rental Industry

  


  
    Join us for an enlightening discussion between Lance Nkwe, Marketing Manager at Corporate Traveller, and Shermen Moodley, the dynamic General Manager at Avis. Together, they tackle topics such as fleet availability, cost implications, and the driving forces of customer behaviour in the industry.
Read more about Shifting Gears in the Car Rental Industry
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Zillennials Demand Change in Corporate Travel Policies 

  


  
    There's a generation shift in business travel. Zillennials, a dynamic mix of Millennials and Generation Z, are changing the face of the workforce, and they're demanding more than just traditional business trips. With these younger generations projected to make up 75% of the global workforce by 2025, this isn't just a fad – it's the future.
Read more about Zillennials Demand Change in Corporate Travel Policies 
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The CT Chronicles: Supplier Edition Trailer

  


  
    Introducing the CT Chronicles: Supplier Edition, a series of insightful videos designed to answer your burning questions about the travel industry. We're talking about exclusive, behind-the-scenes tours and honest chats with the most influential names in the aviation, car rental, and accommodation sectors.
Read more about The CT Chronicles: Supplier Edition Trailer
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How to make business travel fun again

  


  
    Travelling for business can seem much more stressful (and exhausting) today because it takes us out of our newly established routines. Here's how to add a little joy back into travelling for work!
Read more about How to make business travel fun again
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Addressing Generational Diversity in Travel Policies

  


  
    For the first time in history, there are five generations in the workplace. In the same way that corporate culture and policies are evolving to stamp out issues like the “wage gap”, organisations need to address the issues created by the “age gap”. 
Read more about Addressing Generational Diversity in Travel Policies
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Why business travellers deserve more control on-the-go

  


  
    Travel remains unpredictable, with frequent flight cancellations and delays adding to the stress of work travel. Unfortunately, South African frequent flyers are feeling the strain. 
Read more about Why business travellers deserve more control on-the-go
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How to balance sustainability with business travel

  


  
    When it comes to business travel, most SMEs are still mainly focused on cost saving. And yet, the sustainability conversation can no longer be ignored. 
Read more about How to balance sustainability with business travel
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Sleep Tourism Spills over into Business Travel

  


  
    The pursuit of sleep is big business. In a world where people are increasingly dissatisfied with both the quantity and quality of the sleep they’re getting, sleep tourism is one of the hottest trends of the year.
Read more about Sleep Tourism Spills over into Business Travel
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Does your company’s corporate travel policy match its culture?

  


  
    Are you ready to take your company's culture to the next level? Well, buckle up and get ready to embark on a journey with Corporate Traveller, where we believe that a people-centric travel policy is key to success.
Read more about Does your company’s corporate travel policy match its culture?
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How can you give your travellers more freedom and flexibility?

  


  
    Our infographic, Your Freedom Day Guide to Business Travel, provides all the information you need to include a little bit of ‘freedom’ to your travel policies, so you can enjoy stress-free business travel.
Read more about How can you give your travellers more freedom and flexibility?
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